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The Mountains of Wadi Rum
TonyHoward
Plates 41-47

Wadi Rum, if it means anything to anyone, probably conjures up visions of
Lawrence of Arabia for it was from there, in that remote region of desert
mountains, that he based his raids on the Turks and Aqaba. Since then little has
changed. Old men, some of them old enough to recall riding with Lawrence,
still travel the desert by camel and the mountains that wall the valleys described
by Lawrence as 'Rum the Magnificent ... vast, echoing and God-like ... a
processional way greater than imagination' stand aloof and unknown to all but
the Beq.ouin.

We were fortunate to be the first climbers to be invited to the area by
Jordan's Ministry of Tourism, to assess the region's potential for mountaineer
ing and trekking. We spent five weeks there during the months of October and
November in both 1984 and 1985. In 1984 the party comprised Di Taylor,
Mick Shaw, Alan Baker and Tony Howard. They were joined by Wilfried
Colonna from France in 1985.

Wadi Rum is a singularly impressive region of about 800 square kilometres of
desert and mountains, with red, yellow and purple sandstone towers and walls
rising steeply and windworn into arabesque loops and whorls, with tier upon
tier of overlapping slabs melting into space. These walls start from the desert at
c.900-1000m and are capped with huge domes of white smooth sandstone
leading to summits of c.1500-1750m. The two highest face each other across
Wadi Rum and are Jebel Rum 1754m, reputedly Jordan's highest mountain,
and Jebel urn 'Ishrin according to the map only lm lower. Actually there is a
higher mountain than Jebel Rum, this being Al Hamareyn, 1769m, which we
located to the south, on the Saudi border, in 1985. It is however nothing more
than a rubble heap and totally without interest for the mountaineer.

East of Jebel urn 'Ishrin, and across the wadi of that name, are the pyramidal
peaks of the Barrakh's and Abu Judaidah. To the south, dozens of smaller
domes of white sandstone rise like petrified cumulus cloud: 200-300m from the
sands, giving short enjoyable climbs. We originally named them 'The Pleasure
Domes' but then opted for 'The Tots of Rum'. These cover the regions of Qabr
Amra (Amra's Grave), and Abu Khsheiba. East of here, the area is bounded by
the peak of Burdah which has a rock bridge high on its N ridge. Immediately
south of Wadi Rum, the bulk of Jebel al Khush Khashah and Al Khaza'li
squats over the desert, split by a giant ravine on its N side decorated with
Thamudic rock drawings, and fronted by 300m of gent~y overhanging rock to
its west.

Despite what at first appears to be very unstable and suspect rock, most of
the major summits have been climbed by the Bedouin though we ourselves
reached the top of one unclimbed peak, Jebel Kharazeh, actually overlooking
the 'Beau Geste' style fort of the camel corps, the few houses and the black
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43 The ullclimbed E face of (he E dome ofJebel Rum. I: Reconnaissance of 'Direct'. 2: RecollllQissance of
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Bedouin tents of Wadi Rum village. The most notorious of the unclimbed
peaks however is Nassrani, lS60m, a giant twin-topped dome with vertical
walls of up to 600m on every side and most of them completely blank or crossed
by row upon row of overhangs like bracket fungi. Our one probing route on
these peaks, up a rather horrendous cleft which we called 'The Glass-Chimney'
ended in a couloir with a few bushes, beyond which the rock became danger
ously loose. We were amazed to find that the Bedouin go up to this point,
barefoot and solo to collect these very shrubs for camel food!

We also followed a few other Bedouin hunters' routes up the peaks of Wadi
Rum using information provided by Dayfallah Atieeq, a young man of the local
Howeitat tribe. His knowledge was indispensible and his friendship was an
instant introduction to the otherwise closed camps of the Bedouin. The
difficulty, complexity and length of these routes was a constant surprise to us
and we could but wonder at the Bedouin soloing 300-400m up, in bare feet on
grade 4c rock, often with a gun and the spoils of their hunting slung over their
shoulders.

Our first attempt at climbing in Wadi Rum was on one such route and ended
with an impromptu bivouac on the descent with neither equipment nor water,
the Bedouin having dismissed it as a 'walk'. Our arrival back at our camp the
following day with parched throats caused much amusement!

Despite earlier scrambles, this was our first real experience of the complexity
of these peaks, in particular Jebel Rum, the routes to the summit of which,
though only 700-800m, can often be measured in kilometres as the peak is
slashed by barrier walls and ravines or siqs running the full width of its summit
plateau and often crossable at only one point which is rarely easy to find. One
particular chasm, which we named 'The Great Siq', bisects the mountain just
north of the summit and the only way across is supposedly by a log placed there
by the Bedouin. This log bridge is allegedly so polished that a heap of Ibex
bones lie in the chasm below! We failed to find it despite three searches so that
our attempts at the summit from the north in 1984 were frustrated just below
the top.

We did however spend two fascinating days on the north plateau that year,
reaching many of its small domes, with their incredible views of the desert, and
standing in awe on the edge of unknown canyons 300m deep, or on the lip of
the Great Siq where it drops into 'The Pit', a hole in the heart of the mountain a
hundred metres deep and wide, vanishing finally through a giant arch beneath
which the early morning sun streams in. The route we had taken was another
remarkable Bedouin climb known as Al Thallamiyyah which roughly translates
as 'The Dark One'. The way appears obvious, starting up a giant ravine, but
even this had its moments, as we repeatedly took wrong turnings up various
minor branches out of the main couloir. Once the way is known, the climbing is
really enjoyable, and the difficult sections are reduced to 4c by Bedouin
cunning, in the form of rickety steps, branches rammed' into cracks, and holds
chiselled into the rock. No ethics for these people! (Having said that, they
explicitly asked us not to fix any pegs or slings as aid points on any of their
routes, as they have no wish for the routes to be made easier or for anyone to
climb them who is not capable of doing so without additional help.)
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44 Burdah E face ( section) with the rock-bridge ('R') clearly visible, the line of the route climbed, and its
variatioll (broken line).
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45 Jebel Kharazeh ('K') and Jebel UIII t.-jil re) seen from Wadi Rum. B: Bivouac. I: Lower half of
Vanishing Pillar. 2: Perverse Frog. 3: The BeaUly. 4: The Beas/.
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Once out of the ravine on the crest of a superbly airy ridge, it appeared that
the route finding problems were over, but with almost 2km to go to the summit
they were only just beginning and we went 500m out of our way before realising
our error. The route in fact takes a walking terrace under an overlap for 500m
round the Nand E sides of the mountain before breaking out onto the upper
slabs. Another 500m of devious route finding followed, over domes and across
crevasses until the way descends over an overlap, hanging from a Bedouin cut
hold to drop onto a ledge below. Another short descent led to an area of desert
previously concealed between the domes and criss-crossed with ibex tracks. It
was at the southern edge of this desert that we came to an abrupt halt on the lip
of the Great Siq. The summit standing on the N edge, we named 'Amen
Dome'. In 1985, with greater knowledge of the mountain, we completed the
route, abseiling into the Siq, thus making a long and fascinating route to the
summit covering 2.5km of Alpine Grade Difficile climbing mostly at 4a/b with
some 4c.

Our attempt to complete a grande traverse of Jebel Rum from north to south
met with almost predictable failure when we ran out of time and water trying to
find our way through the maze of ravines and barrier walls south of the summit.
A large section of the mountain still remains inviolate as our earlier attempt to
reach the summit from the Bedouin camp of Abu N'Khala to the south was
foiled whilst still lkm from the summit, on 'Frustration Dome' with the dark
recesses of the hitherto unknown 'Southern Siq' gaping at our feet. This
canyon, Itke the Great Siq to the north, cleaves its way from one side of the
mountain to the other and maybe there are others between here and the top.
Hampton Court Maze has nothing on this place!

The Bedouin have explored the mountain over many generations and the
8km long E face of the mountain has three other masterpieces of Bedouin route
finding. Their route to the E Dome of Jebel Rum is a classic grade D Sup with
well over lOOOm of climbing up slabs and cracks, split halfway by a devious
descent into and out of a narrow ravine. It emerges onto the summit domes
through a unique cave where the slabs disappear beneath a 30m roof and the
side walls converge from 30m to an exit cleft Im high and wide. The view out
from this point was incomparable in our experience of mountaineering, and we
called the climb 'The Eye of Allah'. The route, however, does not connect with
the main summit, and when we finally did reach this elusive spot in 1984, we
followed yet another Bedouin route up from the SE edge of the Great Siq and
wandered over the high domes and hidden little deserts, home of the ibex, to
the final ridge. We bivouacked up on the plateau for the second time that year,
enjoying its remote isolation. Sandy areas abound, albeit sometimes covered
with snake tracks, and there is sweet smelling juniper wood in plenty for the
fire. On both occasions, in late October and early November, whilst we sat
beneath starlit desert skies, storms raged about 3km away on Jebel urn 'Ishrin
sending flash floods thundering down the walls and over the bivouac site we
had used on our first ascent of Jebel Al Kharazah.

The route up Jebel Al Kharazah was long and complex and we needed two
bivouacs to complete the ascent and descent of this lOOOm Tres Difficile route.
The second one was unplanned and the Bedouin children in the valley below
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cried and said we would never return! The climb was excellent, keeping a
constant grade of 4b and 4c with some Sa jamming cracks thrown in for good
measure. A choice of line high up on the route resulted in a wrong decision and
200m of climbing came to a stop at a blank wall just below the summit and had
to be reversed.

The climb on jebel Al Kharazah was our first major climb in the area and our
doubts about rock quality and the feasibility of climbing here were well and
truly dispelled. However we did learn not to place too much trust in abseil pegs.
One fell out whilst in use and another, used during an earlier reconnaissance,
was later removed by hand. As we became familiar with the rock, its idiosyn
cracies became more acceptable and we had an unforgettable five weeks
spending almost every day in the mountains climbing, or exploring their
canyons, some of which make amazing treks through the heart of the massifs,
though to be trapped in a canyon by a flash-flood could be disastrous. The
name of one of the mountains, jebel um 'Ishrin, which means 'Mother of
Twenty' is said to be derived from one such occasion when 20 Bedouin were
caught by a flood and killed in one of the many ravines that split the massif.
Floods and loose rock are not the only objective dangers. Occasionally we saw
sand snakes, supposedly harmless, but once one of us almost stood on a
Palestinian Viper. Another time, a scorpion scuttled, tail erect, from a hand
hold, whilst one night, Mick awoke during a desert bivouac to find a scorpion
walking up his arm! Wildlife, in fact, is quite plentiful; even the shy ibex were
spotted a couple of times whilst lammergeier frequently circled overhead and
other vultures and eagles were sighted daily. Lizards are plentiful as are rock
hyrax and the tracks of nocturnal animals such as the jerbel are to be seen
everywhere in the desert.

Our good friend Dayfallah showed us Thamudic cave drawings and aba
tean buildings and stairways hewn into the sides of canyon walls, some of which
were apparently previously unknown to the authorities.

In 1985 we had similar success, not only in Wadi Rum where we put up a
dozen more new climbs and reached two more unclimbed summits, but also in
the mountains around Petra, the fabled 'rose-red city', 100km to the north on
the King's Highway between Aqaba and Amman. Here, a range of peaks some
20km wide runs north to south for lOOkm between the Highway and the Rift
Valley desert of Wadi Araba, south of the Dead Sea. These mountains are of a
similar sandstone to those of Rum, but are more massive with none of the great
isolated towers and massifs that make Rum so unique. However, a number of
large canyons cut into the range descending from the l500m plateau (along
whose rim the King's Highway winds its way) to the hot sub sea level depths of
Araba. The most northerly of these is Wadi El Hasa. Narrower 'and more
dramatic is Wadi Dana with its old stone village perched on the rim. Lawrence
rode past here in 1918 on a camel, alone, through waist deep winter snow
carrying 6000 sovereigns, and the Israelis drove their tanks up to here in 1967.
A short distance south of Wadi Dana is the ancient Crusader fort of Shaubak,
and then that most famous of 'lost cities', Petra, accessible only (so the tourist
leaflets tell you) through the great chasm of the kilometre-long Siq,. a narrow
canyon just a few metres wide with lOOm rock walls on either side. South of
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Petra two mort huge steep sided canyons can be seen from the Highway
through the heat haze. They too may offer both climbing and trekking
opportunities for the adventurous. All around 100 to 300m rock walls of
sandstone or igneous intrusions beckon the curious.

Climbing in the environs of Petra itself, whilst certainly possible, would seem
to be somewhat sacrilegious and for that reason we left it alone. We were,
however, attracted by the shadowy depths of the canyon of Wadi Dana, and the
puzzle of the unknown exit of Petra's Siq canyon. The exploration of these two
canyons was our first priority in 1985, and we were not disappointed. The day
trek through Wadi Dana was superb. We bivouacked in its depths, somewhat
perturbed by the numerous scorpions and the howling of wild dogs which were
reputed to have killed someone recently. The following day, we continued
down the valley, the greenery of the wadi bed contrasting with the stark bare
heights of the surrounding peaks and the occasional intriguing rock walls. But
Wadi Dana was completely outshone by the unexpected delights of Petra's
secret canyon. The entrance to this is said to be jealously guarded by the Saidi
Yin Bedouin who, we were told, are likely to shoot passing strangers in the off
chance they might be Israeli (the border is only a few kilometres away).
Nevertheless, we decided to take our chances, and were rewarded by a brilliant
trip. The two day trek back out of Araba revealed hidden waterfalls and clear
pools where we bathed and washed off the desert dust. When bamboo jungles
filled the narrow ravine, we bypassed them by scrambling along the granite
walls. An impasse in the ravine, formed by a giant boulder wedged between the
walls, its base in a pool, forced a detour over a col in a 300m basalt wall and we
finally reached Petra after a trip described by Wilfried as one of his best days in
the mountains.

Once more in Rum we turned again to the more serious business of climbing.
Here, Wilfried discovered a superb smooth-looking black wall of ZOOm actually
in view of our camp. As the 'finder' of the face we awarded him the choice of
route, the result being a superb TD climb at consistent Sa, Sb up a series of
layback flakes. Alan very cleverly managed to latch on to Wilfried for this
route, leaving Mick, Di and myself with its 'twin' up the other side of a huge
finger of rock, the crux of which was an evil Sb off-width above an overhang.
We met on the summit (previously unclimbed) and named the routes The
Beauty and The Beast! To further rub salt into the wound, Wilfried had spotted
another line up the wall left of The Beauty which he led a few days later. This
was to be Jordan's first TD Sup, with continuous Sb and Sc pitches.

Jebel Rum continued to intrigue us. We discovered another Bedouin climb
known as Rijm Assaf - The Steps of Assaf - a truly amazing route, mostly
grade 3, with two harder sections where the Bedouin had built hair-raising rock
'steps' to bypass overhangs. With true Bedouin boldness and ingenuity, the
climb winds its way up an impossible wall, dripping with overhangs. Once the
right way has been found it is amazingly easy and we soloed up the curving
interconnecting purple ramps of rock, roping up only for the frightening
passage of the Bedouin steps at the final overhang. Beyond, we continued solo
up a pleasantly angled ridge, the steep walls on either side adding spice to its
airy isolation. It was the first climb on Jebel Rum to cause us no problems. We
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reached the summit in four hours to be greeted by a couple of ibex running
across the slabs, Elsewhere we followed Bedouin hunters up the 1000m slabs of
the Barrakhs and made our own ascent of other peaks up 300m D Sup and
TD In/routes such as 'Orange Sunshine', 'Purple Haze' and 'Black Magic', the
names indicating the colourful and bizarre nature of the climbing.

The route of 'Orange Sunshine' on the E face of Burdah, the easiest of this
trilogy, took us to what is probably the best summit for panoramic views in the
whole area. To the south, the peaks of the Saudi border clustering around the
high point of Al Hamereyn were only a few kilometres away. Eastwards the
heat shimmered off the mud flats of Abu Suwwannah and the rubble peaks
beyond. North and west all the peaks of Rum were spread out before us - the
grey squat mass of Khush Khashah, the chsrn riddled hulk of Jebel Rum, the
provocative unclimbed domes of Nassranniyeh and the elusive possibly
unclimbed top of Jebel urn 'Ishrin. Nearer, the steel grey pyramids of the
Barrakhs and Abu Judaidah reminded us of the days spent on camels exploring
the hidden ravine's and the relaxed company of our Bedouin friends.

In 1985 we witnessed one of the rare but notorious flash-floods that sweep
through the many rock crevasses and ravines whenever there is heavy rainfall.
A couple of days previously, Mick and I had been up on the E face of Jebel
Rum's East Dome for the second time, trying to find the best line up. In 1984
we had reconnoitred the 'Direct' as far as bad rock at ZOOm. This time, together
with Wilfried, we had explored a line up the right edge of the wall and had fixed
a couple of ropes intending to return. However, an hour of torrential rain on the
summit plateau produced countless waterfalls which cascaded 300 to 500m
down the face, carrying with them rocks and sand from the ravines above. One
such torrent roared its way down the line of our fixed ropes leaving us in grave
doubt about their security.

By the end of the two expeditions we had hardly scratched the surface,
discovering far more canyons, peaks and potential routes than we could ever
hope to visit or climb. The opportunity for exploration of easy and middle
grade routes is immense. High standard free and aid routes also exist and our
ascents of a 100Om TD and a 300m TD Sup merely point the way. Our two
reconnaissances of the 600m vertical E wall of Jebel Rum involving 5b free
moves and aid climbing on nuts and pegs are but an indication of what may be
possible for future expeditions. There is surely no other area so close to Europe
with such a wealth of potential climbing.

The Bedouin themselves contributed greatly to the depth of our experiences.
We were welcomed at their desert camps and invited to their feasts, one of
which lasted three days involving the slaughtering of 15 sheep for maybe a 100
guests. There were impromptu camel races and in the dark of night the women,
veiled completely in black, danced eerily under the stars to the sound of the
men's spine chilling guttural chant. Virtually every day was spent climbing and
exploring, with weekly excursions to Aqaba for extra 'provisions and to swim
amongst the coral and tropical fish of the Gulf. For ten weeks Wadi Rum was
indeed our home. Its mountains, deserts and people have much to offer. Go
there and be prepared for a mountain experience the like of which you have
never had before - you will not be disappointed.
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